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1 General information
1.1 Product description
The CAT software program (Configuration and Application Tool) is designed for configuration and
parameterisation of GHM-ONE. The program supports the following functions:


Graphic creation of applications in the function plan editor, based on a comprehensive
basic library.



Creation of user-defined operating screens for individual configuration and operation of the
target system.



Test of the operating structure and the program with device simulation.



Debugging of the program for the test of the application.



Diagram-oriented online representation of process values for support of the program test
and commissioning.

1.2 System requirements


Microsoft Windows 7 or later, 32 or 64-bit operating system.



Graphic card with at least 16-bit colour depth.



Minimum of 1 GB RAM.



Hard disk with at least 512 MB of free memory.
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1.3 Installation of the software
Start the delivered or downloaded file (e.g. iCAT.1-5-SR1.exe) and follow the instructions on the
screen.

Figure 1 - Installation script

1.4 Initial program start-up
After installation, the program can be opened from the start menu under “GHM Messtechnik –
CAT”.
The supplied dongle must be inserted in an unoccupied USB port to use all functions of the
program. The dongle must be inserted before the program is started; otherwise a warning
message appears and the functionality of the program is limited.
A driver is installed automatically when the dongle is inserted for the first time.
A driver must be installed for communication with a connected GHM-ONE via the front interface.
Installation can be initiated from the Start menu under
“GHM Messtechnik – CAT - Install Front Interface”.
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2 Program structure
The program is based on standard operation of modern software programs and essentially
supports all standard functions for program operation. The individual points of the main menu and
project menu are briefly described below. Most functions are also addressed in later chapters with
more detailed descriptions.

Figure 2 - Structure of the program

1. Title bar
2. Main menu
3. Symbol bar
4. Quick-access bar
5. Main window
6. Additional window
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2.1 Main menu
The main menu is divided into five menu items and supports the user in general work with the
tool.

Figure 3 - Main menu

2.1.1 Main menu item “File”
The following actions can be carried out in the main menu item “File”:

Figure 4 - Menu item “File”



New (Ctrl-N)
A new project is created. If a project is already opened, it will be closed.



Open (Ctrl-O)
A previously saved project is opened. If a project is already opened, it will be closed.



Save (Ctrl-S)
The current project is saved.



Save as...
The current project is saved under a new name.



Recently Opened Files
A list of recently edited project files is displayed. A file is opened by selecting it.



Export text file...
A text file with the key elements of the project is created. The file contains information
about the function blocks, operating screens and variables that are used.



Export loader file...
A file that can be processed with the free “CAT-Loader” software is created. CAT-Loader
makes it possible to load projects to a GHM-One without having to install the CAT software.
The exported project can be optionally protected with a password, which protects the
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project from unauthorised editing and viewing.


Exit
The program is closed. If a project is currently being edited, the user is first queried as to
whether the project should be saved.

2.1.2 Main menu item “Edit”
The following actions can be carried out in the main menu item “Edit”:

Figure 5 - Menu item “Edit”



Undo delete (Ctrl-Z)
The last delete command can be reversed.



Cut (Ctrl-X)
All selected function blocks and connections can be copied to the clipboard in the function
plan and then removed. This function applies for all selected control elements in the editor
operating screens.
Elements are selected with the mouse (click and drag).



Copy (Ctrl-C)
The selected elements are copied to the clipboard.



Paste (Ctrl-V)
The elements copied to the clipboard are inserted in the function plan and/or editor
operating screens. The inserted elements remain selected, so they can be moved to the
desired position within the editor.
Note: The CAT program can be opened multiple times. This makes it possible to copy
elements from one project to another project via the clipboard.



Sequence
The sequence defines the order in which function blocks are edited. When the function is
actuated, a rectangle with a number appears in the function plan for each block, which
specifies the sequence. If the sequence should be changed, the blocks must be clicked on in
the desired sequence, starting with 1. The editing is completed when the “Sequence”
function is actuated again.

2.1.3 Main menu item “View”
Various program windows can be displayed in the main menu item “View”.
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Figure 6 - Menu item “View”

Switching between the individual project-specific views and/or editors is possible in the first part.
The currently selected view is marked with a check mark. The view can also be switched with the
quick-access bar, which is located below the symbol bar. The views and/or editors are described in
detail in chapter 3 Views.
The “View” menu also includes the following functions:


Zoom back
The zoom increments made in the trend window can be reversed individually in the
“Online” view.



Data logger
The “Data-Logger” sub-program is opened. It is described in detail in chapter 3.8 “Data
logger” view.



Block search
A convenient search function for blocks in the function plan is opened. The function is
described in detail in chapter 3.9 “Block search” view.



Cross reference
A function for display of cross-references for variables is opened. The function is described
in detail in chapter 3.10 “Cross reference” view.

2.1.4 Main menu item “Device”
Various functions of the target system (“GHM-One” unit or simulation) can be actuated in the main
menu item “Device”.
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Figure 7 - Menu item “Device”



Data to device
The current project is transferred to the target system and permanently save there. The
current project file is transferred in compressed form, in addition to the data for the target
system. When the function is actuated, the current project file is automatically saved on
the data carrier.
The interface parameters are adjusted with the following dialogue:

Figure 8 - Communication parameter

◦ Simulation
The project is transferred to the integrated simulation.
Note: Only one instance of the CAT program can be open for the transfer.
◦ Device
The project is transferred to a connected device. For this purpose, one of the rear
Ethernet interfaces on the device is used. The IP address of the device must be entered
in the dialogue under “Address”.
◦ Device (front)
The project is transferred to a connected device. For this purpose, the front Ethernet
interface on the device is used. No IP address has to be specified.


Data from device
The project file is read from the target system. This is identical to the current state of the
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project file that was transferred with the “Data to the device” function.
Note: Any changes to parameters made at the target system are not saved in the project
file. They must be read separately with the following function “Parameter from device”.


Parameter from device
The parameters of the function blocks that are currently active in the target system are
read. The parameters currently adjusted in the function plan are overwritten in the process.



Set password
A password with which the project is protected in the target system is assigned. Then it is
no longer possible to write data to the device or to read data from the device without
entering the password.
Note: A forgotten password cannot be retrieved, even by the device manufacturer. It is only
possible to delete the project in the device.

Figure 9 - Device password



Debug
Activation and deactivation of the debugging function. The function is described in detail in
chapter 3.6 “Online” view.



Recorder
Activation and deactivation of the recording function. The function is described in detail in
chapter 3.6 “Online” view.
Note: The debugging function is switched on as needed when activated.



Firmware
◦ Load update
A firmware update of a connected device is carried out. For this purpose, a file provided
by the supplier must be available. It is named, for example “HE098.1_5_SR1.tar.gz”.
After successful transfer of this file, the device must be restarted. An automatic prompt
takes place with a dialogue.
◦ Restart
A restart of a connected device can be carried out.
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◦ Licence...
This function is only required in special service cases. It enables the transfer of a licence
key to a connected device.

2.1.5 Main menu item “Extras”
Various additional functions can be activated in the main menu item “Extras”.

Figure 10 - Menu item “Extras”



Language
The menu item is provided for language selection of the program. The available languages
are German and English. A prompt for a program restart appears after selection. If the
prompt is ignored, the program continues working with the previously selected language;
the switch does not take effect until the program is restarted.



Device languages
A window appears in which the languages for operation of the device (GHM-ONE) can be
specified. The function is described in detail in chapter 3.11 “Device languages” view.
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2.1.6 Main menu item “Help”
Various information can be viewed in the main menu item “Help”.

Figure 11 - Menu item “Help”



Licence...
A dialogue displaying information about the licence is shown. This function is only
necessary if there are problems with the dongle. In this case, the displayed information
should be communicated to the service department of GHM Messtechnik.

Figure 12 - Display of licence information



Info about...
A dialogue displaying the version number of the program is shown.

Figure 13 - Display of program information
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Operating manual
This operating manual is displayed. For this purpose, a program for display of PDF files must
be installed on the PC.
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2.2 Symbol bar
The symbol bar enables quick access to the key functions of the program.

Figure 14 - Symbol bar

File – New
File – Open
File – Save
Edit – Cut
Edit – Copy
Edit – Paste
Device – Data to device
Device – Debug
Device – Recorder
View – Zoom back

2.3 Quick-access bar
The bar enables quick access to the views / editors. The functions correspond to those in the
“View” menu.
Figure 15 – Quick-access bar
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2.4 Window in the working area
Each view (with the exception of “Projects”) consists of a main window (normally in the large area
in the centre) and one or multiple additional windows (normally to the right and left of the main
window). The additional windows are shown and hidden automatically for each view. It is possible
to show and hide the additional windows and influence their position manually.
The additional windows are shown by right-clicking on the symbol bar or the title bar of an already
open additional window. This displays a menu with the names of all available additional windows.

Figure 16 - Menu for selection of additional windows

Visible windows are marked with a check mark. Newly opened additional windows first appear in a
standard position. By left-clicking on the title bar of a new window and holding the mouse button,
it positioned arbitrarily over the main window or docked on the main window. The possible
positions (left, right, bottom) are highlighted as soon as the mouse is moved over the
corresponding positions. Multiple windows can be arranged on top of each other or behind each
other with selection via tabs.
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Figure 17 - Additional window in docked state

Figure 18 - Freely positioned additional window

The programs saves the positions of the additional windows and restores them on the next
program start-up.
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3 Views
The Views (or editors) support various phases of project creation. Switching between views can
take place via the “View” menu or the quick-access bar.
Note: With very elaborate projects, switching between views can take longer, under certain
circumstances, several seconds on slow computers. This is not a malfunction.

3.1 “Projects” view
This view is active on program start-up. It enables


Creation of a new project (corresponds to File – New)



Opening of an existing project (corresponds to File – Open)



Selection of the last edited project (corresponds to File – Recently opened...)

With selection of one of the functions, the view automatically switches to “Function plan”.

Figure 19 - Project view
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3.2 “Function chart” view
The function plan provides all necessary functions for creation of the application (sequence
program).
The functional plan also offers elementary functions for testing the application in the simulation
and wide-ranging debugging functions.

Figure 20 - Function chart view

3.2.1 Editor window
The editor window (yellow background) is provided for creating / drawing an overall process
sequence. The character field itself has a nearly unlimited size and can be enlarged and reduced
with the zoom function (+/- keys or scroll function of the mouse). As a result, it is possible to
represent the entire process sequence in a single representation. However, this process is only
advantageous for the smallest processes. The “Structure block” structure aid (see chapter 3.2.9
Structure of the application) should be used for larger process sequences.

3.2.2 Typical editing functions in the editor
Standard functions of the operating system, such as “Copy & Paste”, cut, select (also multipleselection) and move can be used within the editor window. For this purpose, operating system key
combinations (e.g. Ctrl+C for copy) or the functions described in chapter 2.1.2 Main menu item
“Edit” can be used.
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3.2.3 Help in the function plan
The “Help” window describes the function selected from the libraries area.

Figure 21 - Help for function plan

3.2.4 Simulation in the function plan
The simulation in the function plan is provided for testing the application without using the target
system. This way, the target system can be operated within the simulation in the same manner as
the original target system. Simulation of physical inputs and outputs is also possible in the function
plan view, but an additional window must be displayed (see chapter 2.4 Window in the working
area). Simulation of a system with numerous inputs and outputs in the simulation areas is
beneficial.

3.2.5 Function block libraries
Function block libraries provide all functions that can be used in the scope of the application.
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Figure 22 - Function block library

There is a filter input field in the FB library in software version 1.4 or later. This facilitates the
search for appropriate function blocks. With input of a text, the display of library entries is filtered
accordingly. Searches takes place by library and block names and block types. The filter is deleted
with the “x” button to the right of the input field.

Figure 23 - Function block library in filtered state
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3.2.6 Selection and positioning of functions
Selection of individual functions from the libraries takes place by clicking and holding the left
mouse button. After selection of the function in the library window, the function can be dragged to
the yellow symbol area by left-clicking and holding the mouse button. Positioning takes place when
the left mouse button is released (drag and drop). The change in positioning is always possible
afterwards. This takes place with selection of the function with the left mouse button and can be
carried out by holding the left mouse button depressed. Multi-selection is provided with the
standard operating system possibilities (drag frame with mouse and Ctrl key). Only selected
functions can be moved.
After positioning and at a later time, an application-oriented name can be assigned to the function
block. For this purpose, the function block must be selected with the right mouse button and the
“Rename” menu must be selected with the left mouse button.

Figure 24 - Context menu for renaming

A new name can be assigned to the block in the now open dialogue. The name is adopted by
clicking on the OK button.

Figure 25 - Dialogue for renaming

Note: Assignment of a new name changes the block size and thereby effects the appearance and
possibly the visibility of other elements. Therefore, individual names should be assigned
immediately after positioning.
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The functions differ by their colouring in relation to your use in the scope of the application.
Standard function blocks
Structure blocks
Variables (sources and sinks)
HMI variables (variables for the visualisation)
Debug blocks
The individual functions and parameters of the various blocks are described later in the manual.

3.2.7 Parameters of functions
The function of blocks can be dependent on the execution of parameters. The parameters
themselves are contained in the description of the blocks. In order to change a parameter of a
block, the parameter dialogue must be opened. This takes place either by double-clicking the
function block with the left mouse button or by selecting the function block with the right mouse
button and selecting the parameter dialogue with the right mouse button.

Figure 26 - Context menu for parameterisation

Figure 27 - Dialogue for parameterisation

The parameters of the function block can be selected by double-clicking on the value of the
parameter (yellow field) and adjusted through keyboard entry or selection.
Note: The parameters are not adopted to the target system at this point in time, even if it is
connected to the PC.
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3.2.8 Linking of functions blocks
In order to establish the function of the application, the individual functions must be connection to
each other. The connection of function blocks to each other takes place with the mouse. First the
block that forms the signal source must be selected with the left mouse button and the mouse
pointer must be moved to the signal source (one of the block outputs). The output must be
marked “green” for wiring.

Figure 28 - Beginning of wiring

With the left mouse button pressed, a wiring line can now be drawn from the output tow the
signal sink (input on the target block).

Figure 29 - Drawing the wiring line

When the input of the target block is reached, it is marked “green”. If the left mouse button is
released, the connection is made. If the connection line disappears after releasing the left mouse
button, the input of the target block was not selected.

Figure 30 - Completion of wiring

Note: A connection is only possible between inputs and outputs of the same type. There are block
functions available for conversion of signal types (analogue / digital). These are contained, for
instance, in the “signal converter” library.

3.2.9 Structure of the application
The structure of the application is an essential component for the legibility and later expansion, as
well as troubleshooting. The function plan offers the possibility of creating the overall application
(process sequence) on an editor page, but that will unavoidably result in complexity with larger
processes. The structure blocks offer the possibility of dividing the application into areas such as
zones, inputs/outputs, spaces, works and other logical parts for the process. All blocks required for
the use of structures are available in the “block functions” library.
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Figure 31 - Function block library for structure blocks

The structure block provides the essential function. After positioning of the structure block, it can,
like any other block, be renamed. Then the structure block can be opened by double-clicking on
the block. Now and empty editor window appears, which can be used like the main editor window.
The active structure is shown in the structure window. The currently displayed structure is
highlighted. Additional structure blocks can be used in a structure block. Then all of the individual
structures are shown in the structure window and can also be selected in this window with the left
mouse button.
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Figure 32 -F Structure blocks in the function plan

It is possible to insert a structure block in the editor window. Clicking the right mouse button in an
empty area of the editor window opens a menu with the possibility of inserting a structure block.
Structure blocks can be connected to other structures using inputs and outputs of a structure or
with connecting functions (see 4.2.10). The inputs and outputs of the structure are also a
component of the “block functions” library. In order to provide a structure with inputs and
outputs, the analogue and digital inputs and outputs from the “block functions” library must be
positioned in the editor. Like any block, they can be assigned a name and automatically appear as a
connecting element on the structure block.

Figure 33 - Structure block from inside

Figure 34 - Structure block from outside

Note: It is possible to exit a structure via the structure window (selection of a different structure
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with the right mouse button) or by right-clicking on an empty area within a structure. In this case,
the program switches to the next higher structure level.

3.2.10

Connecting functions

The connection of blocks by drawing long lines may not be possible within an application or the
legibility of the application may be diminished. There are connecting blocks available for this
situation (data sources and data sinks). The required blocks are found in the “variables” library and
differ by data type and source, as well as sink. The blocks can be positioned, wired and renamed
like standard function blocks. The figure shows an example of how the connection is established
without a direct connecting line between source and sink. First, the source (AOUTC) and sink
(AINPC) are positioned and the source is renamed to “variable”. Then the connection dialogue is
opened by double-clicking on the sink, then the source “variable” is selected and confirmed with
OK. Now the connection is established.

Figure 35 - Variable not connected

Figure 36 - Dialogue for connection of variables

Figure 37 - Connected variable

The use of source and sink is applicable within the editor window and between the arbitrary
structure blocks.

3.2.11

Data exchange between operation and visualisation

The function plan area can exchange data with the screen area (operation and visualisation) by
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means of various functions. The data connections from the “HMI variables” library must be used
for access to data from the screen area to the function plan area. The HMI blocks can be used like
all other blocks. After the positioning of an HMI block, the data is available in the screen area (see
4.5) or it can be used from the HMI in the function plan.

Figure 38 - Variable for transfer to the HMI

Figure 39 - Variable for transfer from the HMI

Note: Pay attention to the direction of action when using HMI variables. An input to the HMI
“transports” a value from the application to the HMI. An output gives the possibility of changing a
value in the HMI and “transporting” it to the application.

3.2.12

Debugging functions

The debugging functions are an essential component of the program for testing an application and
its operation. They are also an aid for facilitating commissioning with larger applications. The
functions are located in the “debugging functions” library and can be used like all other blocks. The
functions can be used to display values within the application and to actively change values within
the application. In order to be able to use the debugging functions, the project must first be
transferred to the simulation or target system (Main menu Device - Data to device). Then
debugging mode can be started (Device main menu - Debug). If debugging mode is active, the
background colour of the editor switches to green.
Note: No drawing actions are permitted while the mode is activated. In order to return to drawing
mode, the debugging mode must be closed by selecting the “debug” function again. The editor
background colour switches back to yellow.
The debugging display functions become active immediately after switching on debugging mode.

Figure 40 - Debugging display
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The forcing functions must be activated while debugging mode is activated. This can be done by
double-clicking on the forcing block. An input prompt appears in which the forcing is activated
(“active” check box set) and the forcing value can be entered.

Figure 41 - Forcing of analogue values

Note: The forcing functions remain active if debugging mode is exited and they were not
deactivated beforehand (“active” check box set). The forcing functions remain active or inactive
until the next application is sent to the target system, depending on the last setting.

3.2.13

Additional functions / device functions

The “additional functions” and “device functions” libraries contain functions for the target system.


The “LED” block is provided to control the LEDs of the target system



The “Key” block is provided for evaluation of the operating buttons of the target system



The “Clock” block contains all values for the date and time



The “Trend” function is provided for the recording and display of hydrographs on the target
system. The diagram pages in the target system can be activated via the HMI or via the textbased operating menu in the target system.



The “CONST” function provides the possibility of using constants within the application.
The constants can be changed with the parameters of the block.



The “RELAY” function is provided for activation of the relay of the target system.
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Figure 42 - Device functions

Figure 43 - Trend function in the device
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3.2.14

Processing sequence

In many cases the sequence of processing of function blocks plays a crucial role. A sequence can be
defined in order to ensure that a specific sequence is followed. To define a sequence, the sequence
function must be activated (Edit menu – Sequence).

Figure 44 - Editing of the processing sequence

If the sequence does not match requirements, it can be changed by clicking on the sequence
numbers (number with orange background). The first sequence number (block) selected after
activation is assigned the number on. The sequence editing can be closed again by selecting the
sequence function again (Edit menu - Sequence). The sequence is defined separately for the main
editor and all structures. In the process, the structure blocks also receive a number for the
sequence.
Note: If the sequence is not defined, the blocks are numbered according to their position.
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3.3 “Programs” view
The “Programs” view is intended for configuration of the programmer. The programmer can
execute 20 programs with 60 segments (program steps) each.

Figure 45 - Program view

At first, all windows are empty for new projects. In order to be able to use a device in the
programmer, at least one program must be created. This is carried out by right-clicking in the
“Programs” window and selecting the “Add program” command. Now the entry “Program 1”
appears in the “Programs” window. The program can then be renamed or deleted by right-clicking
on the entry “Program 1”.
If the program is opened, the “Header data” and “Segment data” entries appear. If one of these
entries is selected with the mouse, the data of these areas is shown in the main window.


Header data is general data of a program. This is the upper and lower bandwidth for this
programmer.



Segment data is data that describes a segment (program step).

A new program always consists of 2 segments, the start segment and the end segment.
In order to add segments to a program, the type of end segment must be changed. For this
purpose, the entry “End” in the “Type” column is selected with the mouse and the new type
“Ramp” is selected. Here it can be differentiated as to whether the ramp is defined over its time or
gradient.
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If a program should be shorted, the type of segment is set to “End” at the appropriate position.
The data can now be entered in all segments. Any data that is not relevant remains grey and
cannot be changed.


Type = type of segment



Setpoint = setpoint of the segment



Time = duration of the segment



Gradient = gradient of the segment in degrees per minute



1...6 = status of the control track

The curve of the setpoint is displayed in the “Program graph” window in parallel to the entry of the
segment data of the program.
In order to run a program in the device, a function block of the type PROG1 or PROG2 must be
entered in the function plan. The number of the program can be selected via its “progno” analogue
input; this corresponds to the sequence of programs in the program editor, beginning with 1.
Alternatively, the program can be selected in the visualisation of the blocks PROG1 and PROG2.
A detailed description of the working method of the programmer is provided in the Help for
function blocks sPROG1 and PROG2.
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3.4 “Menu” view
The “Menu” view enables user-oriented configuration the text-based parameterisation in the
target system. In doing so, only the parameters that are logical in the scope of use will be available
to the operator, instead of all parameters of all blocks.

Figure 46 - Menu view

The left tree structure shows all function blocks available in the project. In order to add parameters
to the menu, move it to the large main window by left-clicking and dragging (drag and drop).
In order to structure the menu, right-click in the large main window. Select “New level” in the
menu that appears. Parameters that can be dropped in this new entry with the drag and drop
process are entered in the new level.
The entries can be renamed by clicking on the entries in the main menu and then pressing the F2
key.
A user menu appears as follows in the device:
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Figure 47 - User menu in the device
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3.5 “Screens” view
This view supports the overall editing for visualisation and operation of the target system.

Figure 48 - Screen view

3.5.1 Operating screens
It is possible to create user-defined operating screens for the target system. The pages must be
designed so that the operator is capable of controlling and operating the overall application. The
operating screens that are loaded to the target system can be seen in the “Structure” overview.
This structure is empty with a new project. The first operating screen can be created by rightclicking in the “Structure” area. A menu with “Add screen” appears.
A new screen with the name “Screen 1” is created by selecting the dialogue. By selecting this new
screen in the “Structure” area with the right mouse button, it is possible to assign a unique name
to the screen or to delete the screen. The same functions are available in order to add or remove
additional screens of the application.
Note: The sequence of screens does not matter, because the call-up takes place with the
visualisation elements and is entirely user-oriented.
In addition to the name, each screen has two parameters – the background colours (selection via
the three points by right-clicking) and the possibility of selecting an image as the background.
Refer to chapter 3.5.2 Visualisation elements under “Image” for selection and import of the image.
To change the operating screens during later editing, the desired page is selected by right-clicking
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in the “Structure” area. Simply copying elements from one page to another is possible.

3.5.2 Visualisation elements
The layout of the visualisation and operation is supported with elements in the library (library
window). All elements have parameters that influence the function and appearance of elements.
The parameters are identified in this chapter with quotation marks. The parameters of an
operating element are shown in the parameters window and can either be entered directly or may
have to be selected via an additional menu. This menu can be opened by left-clicking on the button
with the three dots after selection of the parameter. After a selection has been made in the open
dialogue, the value is adopted by closing the dialogue with “OK”.
Most parameters apply for all elements and have the following meaning:

x, y, width, height
The position and directly are defined here. Both can be changed by shifting in the screen editor
with the mouse. With direct entry of values in the parameters window, the values can be changed,
for instance, so that two elements do not overlap.

Font
The font and size of the text can be defined here. Bear in mind that there are a variety of fonts
available in the program in Windows, but very few in the device. As a result, the representation in
the device can differ more or less. Therefore, we recommend using the font “DejaVu” only. This
font is automatically installed by the program in Windows and is available in the device.

Colour
This specifies the colour of the elements. The alpha channel must be taken into consideration for
the colour. This appears in the “colour selection” dialogue menu and represents the transparency
of the colour. The attribute “completely transparent” corresponds to alpha value 0, which means
invisible. Alpha = 255 corresponds to “not transparent”.
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Figure 49 - Dialogue for colour selection
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Image
An image can be selected for the element, usually for a specific status. The figure must be
imported to the project via the “image selection” dialogue (button with 3 dots).

Figure 50 - Dialogue for import of images

The table shows the already imported images that can be changed for any elements. A preview of
the image appears in original size upon selection of the image.
The “Import” button opens a file dialogue with which images can be selected for importing from
the local data carrier. The most commonly used graphic formats are supported.
The “Delete” button shows a list of images that were imported to the project but are no longer
used by any element. This can be used to “clean up” the project.
Note: On import, images are automatically scales to the size of the screen of the target system.
However, we recommend scaling the images to the necessary size prior to import.
Note: Imported images are permanently saved in the project and available if the project is
transferred to a different computer.

Invisible
The visibility of the element can be influenced with a digital HMI variable. If the digital variable is
set, the element is invisible. This function can be used in order to shown and hide elements
depending on the context. Multiple elements can also overlap, or only one element can be visible
and all other elements are switched to invisible depending on the status of the application.
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Blocked
An element can be blocked with a digital HMI variable. If the digital variable is set, the element no
longer reacts when it is actuated via the touch screen.

Status (input)
The status of an element can be switched with a digital HMI variable. Many elements have two
statuses with specific colours, texts or images that can be selected by means of this input.

Status (output)
The status of an element can be transmitted to the function plan with a digital HMI variable. For
example, the status for a button in idle state is 0 and in activated state is 1.

Screen
The “button” element can be used to switch to a different screen. Parameterisation of the screen
takes place with the following dialogue:

Figure 51 - Selection of operating screens

The names of the screens defined in the screen editor are shown in the upper area of the list. The
lower area shows


the names of function blocks having a fixed, defined screen, beginning with the text
“Block#” (function blocks of the type CONTRU, CONTRU2, PROG1, PROG2, TREND)



the names of fixed menus, beginning with the text “Menu#” (main menu, user menu,
settings, etc.)

On actuation of the button element, the system switches to the selected screen.
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Access control

HMI library
The access level and a password that appears on actuation of an element can be defined here. This
function is described in detail in chapter 4.1 Access control (visualisation).
The available visualisation elements are located in the additional window “HMI library”

Figure 52 - Library of visualisation elements

By selecting an element from the list, it can be dragged to the working area by left-clicking and
holding the mouse button (drag and drop). Then it can be positioned and parameterised.
The elements from the HMI library have the following properties:

“Display” element
This element is provided for display of values. In the process, the appearance (text, colours) can be
switched depending on a “status” digital value. The value to be displayed is selected with the “text
variables” parameter (button with three dots). The type of representation can be adjusted
separately for each of the two statuses with the “Text” parameter. The value itself is shown in the
text with an entry such as “%.1f”. The value display can be adjusted in relation to the decimal
places, wherein the number in the entry is changed “%.1f”. The “1” stands for a decimal place.
With entry of a “0”, for example, no decimal place is displayed. Text before or after the entry
“%.1f” is possible.

“Display 2” element
This element is an expanded version of the “Display” element. It supports 4 statuses instead of 2,
as well as the display of images. Selection of statuses takes place with the value of the analogue
variable “Status”.


Value < 1.5 corresponds to Status 1
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1.5 < value < 2.5 corresponds to Status 2



2.5 < value < 3.5 corresponds to Status 3



Value >= 3.5 corresponds to Status 4

Note: This element is available in software version 1.5 or later.

“Selection” element
Any analogue value can be assigned to an AOUTH (analogue HMI output in the function plan) with
this element. Therefore, it is possible to transfer preadjusted offset values (5%; 10%; etc.) to the
function plan (application).
If, for example, there is an application with various transport routes through a furnace, various
routes can be assigned unique names with this element, such as “with cooling” or “without
cooling”, instead of using only a number as a designation.
The values with their corresponding text are defined as “List” parameters. The individual values are
separated by a semicolon. The example “1=automatic mode;2=manual mode” means that the
analogue output can have the values 1 and 2. With selection of the element, a list with the entries
“automatic mode” and “manual mode” is displayed.

“Bar graph” element
This element displays a bar that changes its size depending on the analogue variables defined in
the “value” parameter. The horizontal or vertical alignment is determined by the “alignment”
parameter and the width and height are determined by the standard parameters of the features.
The values for minimum and maximum, as well as the starting value of the bar graph can be
variably specified with the “Minimum”, “Maximum” and “Starting value” parameters in the
“Appearance” area or controlled with the same parameters in the “Inputs” area with values from
the function plan. Control via the inputs takes priority over the parameters from the “Appearance”
area. As an additional function, the bar graph can be used as a button (refer also to the “button”
element); the value to be changed is actuated via the “status” (output) parameter.

“Image” element
This element is provided for display of images that must be imported into the program. Different
images can be used for status 1 and 2.

“Editor” element
This element make it possible to display and change analogue values (“variables” parameter under
“outputs”). The value is entered in the target system with a numerical keypad.

“Form” element
This element can be used as a pure drawing element without assigning values, e.g. for creating
frames.
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The “form” element can be given three different forms with the “appearance” parameter.
◦ Rectangle
◦ Rounded rectangle
◦ Ellipse

“Switch” element
This element is provided for adjustment of a digital status. The change in status takes place in the
target system by touching the element on the touch screen.
Text, colour and images can be adjusted separately for each status.
Note: If an image is set as a parameter, the text is ignored.

“Language” element
This element is provided for simple setting of the national language in the visualisation. The
functionality is described in detail in chapter 3.11“Device languages” view.
Note: This element is available in software version 1.5 or later.

“Button” element
This element is provided for changing a digital value and/or switching the screen view. The button
can be executed as pure text or with a graphic via the image parameter. Importing of the graphic
takes place in the same manner as with the “image” element. In normal status, “Status 1” is active;
when the button is pressed, “Status 2” is active.
If the “screen” parameter is used, the system switches to the selected screen when the button is
released.

“Text” element
This element is provided for the display of text.
The element offers parameters to adjust the representation of the text. By inserting “\n”, a multiline text can be displayed.

3.5.3 Overview of operating elements
The “elements” window shows an overview of all elements used in the currently selected
operating screen. It is possible to simply select an element from this list in order to edit it. For this
purpose, the element must be assigned a unique name after positioning.

3.5.4 Sequence of operating elements on an operating page
It is possible to determine the sequence of overlapping operating elements in order to cover
specific areas. The sequence of elements is determined by the sequence in the list in the
“Elements” window. To change the sequence, the element to be moved must be selected with the
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right mouse button in the “Element” window. A selection menu appears in which the element can
be moved “back” or “forward”.

Figure 53 - Changing the sequence of HMI elements

This function makes it possible, for instance, to assign a priority to alarm texts that overlap in the
same area of an operating page.
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3.5.5 Special parameters of the operating elements
There are some special parameters in the “Screen” area that make it possible to access specific
data of the target system directly. The parameters must be used within the “Text” parameter
(factory setting at least %.1f). The following special parameters are available:


%{VERSION} = version number, e.g. "1.5 SR1"



%{DATETIME} = date and time, e.g. "11/04/2017 11:01:28"



%{DATESTIME} = date and time, e.g. "11/04/2017 11:01”



%{DATE} = date, e.g. "11/04/2017"



%{TIME} = time, e.g. "11:01:28"



%{STIME} = time, e.g. "11:01"



%{SECONDS} = conversion of the number of seconds into the clock format "00:00:00"



%{INTERFACE1} = information of the first interface



%{INTERFACE2} = Information of the second interface



%{INTERFACE3} = Information of the third interface



%{LANGUAGE} = currently set device language
Note: This function is available in software version 1.5 or later

3.5.6 Examples for operating screens
By using various operating elements, it is possible to create operating pages varying from trivial
simplicity to a professional representation. The following figures show some possibilities for
configuration of operating pages.
Note: The degree of freedom of the visualisation should not be a reason to create operating pages
that are more complex than necessary. User-friendliness should be emphasised.
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Figure 54 - Screen example 1

Figure 55 - Screen example 2

Figure 56 - Screen example 3
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3.6 “Online” view
The online area makes it possible for the use to display selected values in tabular and graphic form
during debugging mode and thereby provides a helpful tool for testing the application in
simulation mode or for the later commissioning of the target system.

Figure 57 - Online view

Selection of the values takes place by selecting values by left-clicking in the “values” area and
moving the selected values to the middle area with the mouse button held (drag and drop).
Once debugging mode has started, the recording in the online trend begins.
The recorded data can be saved locally as a CSV file with the “record” function. This applies from
the time of the recording, but not for the past.
The curves to be displayed can be selected in the upper table window and the right and/or left
scale can be assigned. A colour can also be defined for each curve.
Scaling of the diagram is defined with the “upper limit” and “lower limit” values.
The online view normally shows the current data in progression. With activation of the “historical
data” box in the lower table, the continuous representation is stopped (only the representation;
the recording continues). In this mode, arbitrary zooming in the trend window is possible with the
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mouse (press the left mouse button and “pull” a frame). The zoom setting can be incrementally
reversed with the “View – Zoom out” command.
An X and a window with values based on the coordinates of the X appear when the mouse is
moved in the trend window:


Top left, value based on the left scale



Top right, value based on the right scale



Bottom, date and time

At the same time, the respective measurement is displayed in the upper table. If the mouse is
outside of the trend window, the measurements disappear.
Note: The graphic representation is deleted the next time debugging mode is started. The values
are retained when switching between project areas, such as function plan and back.
Note: Closing debugging mode ends the debugging and data recording in the online area.
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3.7 “Simulation” view
This view shows the simulation, supplemented with windows for inputs and outputs and I/O
extension. The view is better suited for simulation for systems with a larger number of inputs and
outputs than the other views.

Figure 58 - Simulation view

In the process, the function is identical to the simulation in all other areas. In general, all yellow
fields are suitable for input and values can be specified there. All other fields are provided for the
output of process values.
Entry of analogue values takes place by selecting the field by double-clicking with the left mouse
button. The digital values are activated by marking the check box and can be deactivated by
clicking it again with the right mouse button.
The content of the “inputs/outputs” window changes automatically with the positioning of
function blocks from the library “IO card type 1”. If no blocks have been inserted here, the window
remains empty.
The content of the “I/O extension” window changes automatically with the positioning of function
blocks from the library “HIMOD system”. If no blocks have been inserted here, the window remains
empty.
The behaviour of the simulation can be influenced in the “Simulation control” window.


“Runtime” shows the time since the last download.
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“Active” starts and stops processing in the simulation.



“Speed” influences the processing speed. With selection of “10:1”, for example, the
simulation of a process that lasts 1 real hour (60 minutes) only takes 6 minutes.



“Runtime limiting” enables an automatic stop of the processing after a specified time.
Therefore, it is possible to simulate lengthy processes that require a defined time without
having manually monitor the process.
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3.8 “Data logger” view
The “Data logger” window is opened via the menu “View – Data logger”. From here, the log data
saved on the device can be loaded to the program and saved on the computer as CSV files or
comfortably displayed as a trend graph.

Figure 59 - Data logger

The CSV files can be loaded from or saved to the local data carrier or from a connected device.
The curves to be displayed can be selected in the upper table window and the right and/or left
scale can be assigned. A colour can also be defined for each curve.
The limits of the left and right scale can be defined separately in the lower table window.
Arbitrary zooming in the trend window is possible with the mouse (press the left mouse button
and “pull” a frame) in this trend window. The zoom setting can be incrementally reversed with the
“View – Zoom out” command.
An X and a window with values based on the coordinates of the X appear when the mouse is
moved in the trend window:


Top left, value based on the left scale



Top right, value based on the right scale



Bottom, date and time

At the same time, the respective measurement is displayed in the upper table. If the mouse is
outside of the trend window, the measurements disappear.
The communications window is opened via the menu “Device – Data from the device”. The type of
connection is selected there. “OK” confirms the selection and reads the directory on the target
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system. Then a file selection is displayed.

Figure 60 - Selection of data logger files from the device



Open: Loads the log data from the devices and displays it



Copy: The selected file(s) is(are) copied to the PC. For this purpose, a dialogue is displayed
for selection of the directory.



Delete: Deletes all selected log data on the device.



Close: Closes the dialogue
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3.9 “Block search” view
A window is opened via the menu “View – Block search”, wherein all blocks used in the project are
shown in a tree structure. Blocks can be searched by type or name with the “Filter” input field.
Clicking on a block jumps to the position of the block in the function plan.

Figure 61 - Window for block search

A filtered selection of all “prog” programmers, for instance, can be displayed by entering a search
term. A search for specified names also takes place in the process.

Figure 62 - Window for block search - filtered

Clicking on the sought block displays the respective block in the function plan.
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3.10 “Cross reference” view
With the menu “View – Cross reference”, a window is opened showing all sources with their
assigned sinks and HMI variables with their assigned control elements.
Clicking on an element jumps to the position of the element in the function plan or in the screen
editor.

Figure 63 - Window with all cross references

Alternatively, the “Cross reference” window can also be opened via a context menu of the
variables in the function plan or screen editor. In this case, only the corresponding element is
displayed. The jump to the element via mouse-click takes place as described.

Figure 64 - Window with cross reference for a variable
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3.11 “Device languages” view
In program version 1.5 or later, it is possible to configure the switching to the national language for
the target system. The following steps are necessary as preparation for this functionality:


Configuration of the language range



Export of the language file



Translation of the language file



Import of the language file



Setup of the visualisation

3.11.1

Configuration of the language range

A window with which the language of the target system can be defined is opened via the menu
“Extras – Device languages”.

Figure 65 - Dialogue for definition of the language range

The languages that should be available in the device are defined in “Language range”. The
languages German and English are always available in the device; the user can add additional
languages.
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The name of the language and a flag are shown in the table under “Language”.
The text that should be displayed in the “Language” menu in the device is shown under “Device
text”. The check mark for the device text can be removed. In this case, the language remains in the
project of the CAT, but the language is not loaded to the device. This make it possible to define a
large range of languages in the project but to only offer one individual language in the device for
selection by the end customer.
The language range can be influenced with the symbol bar above the table.


The “plus” adds a language



The “minus” removes a language selected in the table



The “arrow” changes the order of languages. This is only relevant for language selection in
the device.



The “pen” edits the properties of the language.

The basic properties are defined under “Settings”.


The project language is any languages in which the user has entered their text, e.g. in the
screen editor. This language can be German or English, or another language defined in the
language range.



The parameter language is any language in which the standard parameter screens are
displayed in the device. This language can only be German or English; the text of the
parameters cannot be translated.

The following dialogue is opened when adding a language:

Figure 66 - Dialogue for adding a predefined language

The most important (most European) languages can be selected from the list. If the desired
language is not included in the list, a language can be added with the “plus” button of the
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following dialogue for definition of a language:

Figure 67 - Dialogue for adding a language



Name is a unique designation of the language for the project



Language is the text for the language displayed in the tool



Device text is the text displayed in the language selection in the device



Flag is an arbitrary image that is displayed in the tool and in the language selection in the
device. The image can be imported from an image file from the computer. The file formats
normally used for the CAT are supported. An optimal size for the image is 45 x 30 pixels.

This dialogue is also displayed when editing a language. However, the name cannot be changed
retroactively.
When deleting a language, bear in mind that the translations for this language are irreversibly lost.
When subsequently changing a project language, bear in mind that the text for the previously
defined project language is deleted. However, subsequently changing a project language is not
beneficial in practice.

3.11.2

Export of language files

A language file can be exported with the “Export” button in the “Device languages” dialogue. The
languages of this file can be defined with the following dialogue:
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Figure 68 - Dialogue for selection of the export language



The source language is the language that serves as a basis for the translator.



The target language is the language that the translator should create.

A file is generated in CSV format with the following columns:


Column 1 = unique identification of text that must not be changed.



Column 2 = source language



Column 3 = target language

If translations are already available for the target language, they are entered in column 3 and do
not have to be translated again.
The device text is then only exported if a language other than German or English is specified as the
source or target language. Example: If a project is available in the project language German, and
the target language is English, the device text does not have to be translated, because English is
already a component of the firmware of the device.
The CSV file is created in Unicode format, so any arbitrary character sets are supported.

3.11.3

Import of language files

After completion of the translation, the language file can be imported with the “Import” button in
the “Device languages” dialogue. The file must be in the same CSV format in which it was
exported; CAT cannot load files in Excel or OpenOffice format.
The target language defined in the CSV file must be included in the language range of the project;
otherwise an error message appears.
On import, only text with a unique identification (column 1) that matches the text in the project is
adopted.

3.11.4

Overview of all languages

A dialogue with a table can be opened with the “Overview” button in the dialogue “Device
languages” to display all texts of all languages and enable editing.
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This function is provided to check whether all translations are complete and to enable a quick
change of individual text.
The fields with the editable text are highlighted in the table. Permanent device text in German and
English, as well as the project language, cannot be changed.

3.11.5

Setup of the visualisation

New function blocks and control elements that can be used to easily switch between languages
were created for the visualisation in program version 1.5.

“LANG” function block
The “LANG” block located in the library under “Additional functions” can be used to set and query
the device language.
The language can be set via the analogue input “dl” (device language). The input only reacts to
changes, so two-point operation (change via the function block, change via the menu “Settings –
Language”) is possible. If the input is not wired, the language change only takes place via the
language menu.
The values of the input correspond to the sequence of active device languages in the language
range. If “German, English, French” is defined there, a 1 switches to German, 2 to English and 3 to
French. All other input values are ignored. The input values are arithmetically rounded.
The currently active language can be queried via the analogue output “dl”.

“Language” control element
The “Language” element is located in the HMI library. This element enables simple switching
between languages on a user screen.
The parameters of the “Appearance” category correspond to those of the “Text” control element.
A country flag is added in addition to the text. This is fixed in the screen editor of CAT according to
the set language of the tool. The appropriate country flag is adjusted to the currently active
national language in the device.
The parameter “Text” can be blank; in this case, only the country flag is displayed. If the text
parameter includes the key word “%{LANGUAGE}”, it is replaced in the device by the name of the
currently set language.
The digital outputs “invisible” and “blocked” behave identically to the outputs of the other control
elements.

3.11.6

Special cases

If the project language is not German or English, the device texts must be translated first. Example:
A user in France has created their project in French. The text in the screen editor is already correct,
but the permanent device text (menus, system settings) is only available in German and English. In
this case, the user must select German or English as a source file on export of the language file and
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select French as the target language. Then the device text in the reported file can be translated
and re-imported.
If this project should then be translated into Portuguese, French must be specified as the source
language and Portuguese as the target language on export. Then the exported file also contains
the previously translated French device texts in the French column.

3.11.7

Other information

All language information is saved in the project file of the tool. This also includes the user-defined
languages with the image file for the flag. This makes it possible to transfer the project file to a
different user and thereby ensure that they have all of the necessary information.
The language files in CSV format are only needed for the translation process. Although they are not
needed for additional work with the project and downloading to the device, archiving the files is
prudent in order to ensure that the translations are not lost because, for instance, the project file
was changed or damaged.
If text is added in the project, the already completed translations are also exported with the
export, wherein the new text is easy to find, because the corresponding field in the target language
is empty.
If text is changed in a project and there are already translations available, the translations are
deleted, because they no longer match the text.
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4 Expanded functions
4.1 Access control (visualisation)
There are two versions for access control in the visualisation of the target system. The setting takes
place in the operating page editor. First the “screens” node is activated in the “HMI structure”
window. Then the version of access control, as well as passwords and a timeout for Version 2 can
be set in the “HMI parameters” window.

Figure 69 - Parameterisation of access control

4.1.1 Access control version 1
It is possible to assign password protection for switching between screens in all program versions.
For this purpose, the “access control” parameter is provided in the “button” operating element.
“Level 1”, “Level 2” or “Level 3” can be set here.
By pressing the button, a “numerical pad” is displayed on the target system for entry of the
password. The screen change only takes place with entry of the correct password.
The access levels are independent of each other, which means they are not hierarchical. The
password must be entered again for each screen change.

4.1.2 Access control version 2
In program version 1.5 or later, there is an additional version of access control with expanded
properties. Only one version of access control can be in effect in the device.
The new access control has a hierarchical structure. Entry of a password for a specific level always
includes the lower levels.
A timeout starts with correct entry of a password. Then it is not necessary to re-enter a password
for a predefined time period.
The access control is active for switching between operating screens and for all control elements
that require input or trigger an action. For this purpose, the corresponding control elements are
expanded with the parameter “access control”. Then this parameter is only visible if Access control
version 2 is activated.
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“PASSH” function block
The currently active access level can be determined with this function block (analogue output
“level”). The value range is 0 to 3.
With the analogue input “level,


The basic level can be specified (parameter InpMode = “Specification of basic level”). The
basic level is the level that is active after start-up or the level to which the system switches
after a timeout has elapsed.



The access level can be specified (parameter InpMode = “Specification of basic level”).

Selection of “Password dialogue” for “Button” and “Display 2”
With these control elements, the selection “Dialog#Password” can be made in the “Screen”
parameter. This displays a dialogue for management of the access level in the device.

Timeout
If a timeout has been parameterised, the access control resets to level 0 after a timeout has
elapsed, which means the password must be re-entered on actuation of a control element with
access control.
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4.2 Inputs and outputs
One or two I/O cards can be inserted into GHM-ONE. In order to be able to use them, appropriate
blocks must be integrated into the function plan. They are located in the libraries “IO card type 1
slot A” and IO card type 1 slot B”. These libraries contain a special function block for each hardware
input or output. Each of these function blocks must only be integrated once in the function plan.

Figure 70 - Example for use of inputs

Note: No error message appears on download if the function blocks do not match the connected
device, e.g. slot A and B are reversed.
Note: If these function blocks are used in a control block and the control block is duplicated with
copy/paste, an error message appears, because the limitation of a maximum of one function block
per input/output would be exceeded.
Extensive additional information on the use of the Modbus slave is provided in the help of the
indicated function blocks.
If the blocks are integrated in the function plan, the functionality can be tested in the simulation.
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4.3 I/O extension
If the number of inputs/outputs available in the device is not sufficient, an I/O extension can be
used.
In order to be able to use this extension, appropriate blocks must be integrated into the function
plan. They are located in the “HIMOD system” library.
First a block, of the type “coupler” must be added. There are blocks available for Modbus/RTU,
Ethernet and HPR bus, depending on the coupler type or communications interfaces that is used.
Then one or multiple module blocks of the type HE58xx must be added. The first block is
connected to the slot input of the coupler block and all additional blocks are connected to the
respective module predecessors.

Figure 71 - Example for use of the I/O extension

The module blocks correspond exactly to the structure of the connected I/O extension in type and
sequence.
If the blocks are integrated in the function plan, the functionality can be tested in the simulation.
Extensive additional information on the use of the I/O extension is provided in the help of the
indicated function blocks.
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4.4 Data logger
GHM-One offers the possibility of recording data in an internal EMMC buffer. The data can be read
with CAT and displayed or processed.
In order to be able to use data recording, appropriate blocks must be integrated into the function
plan. They are located in the “Additional functions” library.
First a control block, of the type “LOGFILE” must be inserted. Then one or multiple data blocks of
the type ALOGDATA (analogue data) or DLOGDATA (digital data) must be added. The first block is
connected to the slot input of the coupler block and all additional blocks are connected to the
respective data predecessors.

Figure 72 - Example for data logger function blocks

The readout of the data is described in chapter 3.8 “Data logger” view.
Extensive additional information on the use of the I/O extension is provided in the help of the
indicated function blocks.
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4.5 Modbus slave
With the two rear Ethernet interfaces of GHM-ONE, the device can be operated as a slave with the
Modbus/TCP protocol.
Note: The number of interfaces may vary depending on the device version.
In order to be able to use this function, appropriate communication blocks must be integrated into
the function plan. They are located in the “Communication functions” library. First a block of the
type PORT_ETH is set, then one or multiple data blocks, wherein the first data block is connected
by its slot input to the slot output of the block PORT_ETH and all additional data blocks are each
connected to the slot output of the predecessor block.

Figure 73 - Example for Modbus slave function blocks

The following data blocks are available:


AREAD32 = preparation of up to 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the data format
IEEE.



AREAD16 = preparation of up to 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the data format
16-bit integer.



DREAD = preparation of up to 16 digital values on the slave interface.
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AWRITE32 = receipt of 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the file format IEEE.



AWRITE16 = receipt of 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the file format 16-bit
integer.



DWRITE = receipt of 16 digital values on the slave interface.

Multiple blocks of the type PORT_ETH with assigned data blocks can be used; in the process, a
dedicated Modbus register range is defined for each of these port blocks. In this manner, analogue
and digital values, inputs and outputs can be processed separately.
Extensive additional information on the use of the Modbus slave is provided in the help of the
indicated function blocks.
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4.6 Modbus master
With the two rear Ethernet interfaces of GHM-ONE, or via the two rear RS485 interfaces, other
devices can be operated. This takes place with the Modbus/TCP protocol for Ethernet or
Modbus/RTU for RS485.
Note: The number of interfaces may vary depending on the device version.
In order to be able to use this function, appropriate communication blocks must be integrated into
the function plan. They are located in the “Communication functions” library. First a block of the
type M_DEVICE_TCP or M_DEVICE_RTU is set, then one or multiple data blocks, wherein the first
data block is connected by its slot input to the slot output of the block M_DEVICE_xxx and all
additional data blocks are each connected to the slot output of the predecessor block.
With use of the RS485 interface, another one of the PORT_SERIAL_X_C3 or PORT_SERIAL_X_C4
blocks must be set before the block M_DEVICE_RTU in order to select and configure the interface
that is used.

Figure 74 - Example for Modbus master function blocks
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The following data blocks are available:


M_AREAD32 = preparation of up to 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the data
format IEEE.



M_AREAD16 = preparation of up to 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the data
format 16-bit integer.



M_DREAD = preparation of up to 16 digital values on the slave interface.



M_AWRITE32 = receipt of 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the file format IEEE.



M_AWRITE16 = receipt of 8 analogue values on the slave interface in the file format 16-bit
integer.



M_DWRITE = receipt of 16 digital values on the slave interface.

Extensive additional information on the use of the Modbus master is provided in the help of the
indicated function blocks.
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5 Error messages
The most important error messages, their meanings and information for correction of the error are
described in this chapter.

Communication – Connection error
This error occurs if no connection to the connected device can be established for the data to the
device or data from the device functions. The most common cause is an incorrect IP address
setting. Compare the address in the settings dialogue of the device with the address in the
communications dialogue of the program.

Licence – No valid dongle found
This message appears if no dongle is inserted or the dongle was not recognised on start-up of the
program. Check whether the dongle is inserted correctly. Restarting the operating system could
also solve the problem.

Memory – The existing file is write-protected
This error occurs if a file that was previously provided with write protection in Windows Explorer
should be overwritten. It is also possible that the file is located on a network drive and there are
not writing rights available for this drive.

Memory – Error when creating the new file
This error occurs if the operating system reports an error when creating the file. A possible cause
of a full data carrier; another cause is a damaged file system.

Error – This installation is damaged
This error is displayed if the program determines on start-up that one or multiple components
does not have the expected content. In this case, the program should be uninstalled and then reinstalled.

Download – The project must be saved
IN order to load a project to a connected device or to the simulation, the project must always be
saved first. The project is automatically saved under the selected file name for all additional
downloads.

Debugging – No connection can be established
This error is equivalent to the “Connection error”; it occurs when switching to debugging mode
and the connected device is not reached. Refer to “Connection error” for error correction.

Debugging – Connection to the device lost
This error occurs when the connection to the device is interrupted when debugging mode is active.
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The cause for this is usually based on problems in the network or defective cables.

Debugging – The current project does not match the device
This error occurs if the debugging function is activated and the program determines that there are
different projects in the tool and the device. IN this case, the current project must either be
reloaded to the device or the project must be read from the device.

Error – The image could not be loaded
This error occurs if a selected image file does not match the respective standard. Attempt to open
the image file with a graphic program and then save it under a new name and possible in a
different file format.

Error – The maximum number of limited blocks would be exceeded with this process
Certain function blocks, such as the blocks for inputs/outputs must only be inserted once in the
function plan. This error occurs if an area in the function plan, e.g. a structure block, is copied to
the clipboard and inserted in another location. In this case, the maximum number of blocks would
be exceeded, which is the reason the error message appears and the process is interrupted. A
possible solution for copying such structure blocks is as follows:


Copy the structure block to the clipboard



Start a second instance of the program



Insert the structure block from the clipboard



Delete the block with the limitation or replace, e.g., AINP_A1 with AINP_A2



Copy the changed structure block to the clipboard



Insert the structure block in the original instance of the program

Import – No valid CSV file
This error occurs on import of language files if the selected file is not recognised as a valid CSV file.
This usually occurs if the translator has saved the file in EXCEL format. IN this case, the file should
be opened in Excel and then saved again as a CSV file.

Import – The language of the CSV file is not defined
This error occurs on import of language files if a language defined in a selected file does not belong
to the language range of the current project. Presumably, an attempt is being made to import a
language file that belongs to another project.

Read directory – No files were found
This error occurs if no CSV files were found by the data logger in a connected device. This can
occur if data is recorded, but was not exported by the function block LOGFILE as a CSV file.
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Download – Memory error
This error occurs if the free internal flash memory of GHM-ONE is not sufficient to accommodate a
new project. It can also occur when an attempt is made to load a firmware update to the device
and the free internal flash memory of GHM-ONE is not sufficient. A possible remedy of the
problem is downloading an empty project (in the program File – New, and then Device – Data to
the device). Then try to load the original project or the new firmware again.

Error – This block must only be inserted once
Some function blocks have limitation. For instance, an input block of the type AINP_A1 must only
be inserted once. If were to be inserted multiple times, malfunctions would occur in the
processing. The location of the function plan where the relevant block was already inserted can be
found conveniently with the function “View – Block search”.
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